16	GROWING  DISCONTENT
the prosperity and tranquillity which Egypt now was
enjoying. But Lord Cromer delayed so long in his
choice of the safeguards which he deemed necessary,
that the reform of the Provincial Councils was left to
his successor to undertake. Through this hesitation
he lost a golden opportunity of attaching to his side
an influential section of the community.
However vague and undeveloped in the Provinces
was dissatisfaction with the Occupation, the senti-
ment was more pronounced in the capital. There the
appointment of Englishmen, to the exclusion of Egyp-
tians, in the higher posts of the Civil Service, was
creating more discontent than His Majesty's Govern-
ment could have recognized. It is a little surpris-
ing that the Egyptian officials themselves accepted the
process without public protest. They could hardly
have been blamed, or punished, had they urged their
claims, as Egyptians, to greater consideration, and their
silence fostered the pleasing illusion that an inferior
race appreciates profoundly the advantages of honest
foreign rule. Yet the Egyptian Civil Service had good
reason to feel aggrieved. Not only did the future
offer now little prospect of promotion, but the conduct
of business under the new conditions was at variance
with tradition. Office routine was tightened up, and
perhaps favouritism had less say in the matter of
advancement of clerks than in the past. But Egyptians
whose knowledge of the English language was poor
found themselves at a disadvantage, and had to com-
pete now for the better-paid junior posts with the
polyglot Syrian. The professional classes sympathized
heartily with the misfortune which had befallen their
Civil Service. Although they themselves were not
actual sufferers, their sons, now still students, would
be handicapped by the disability on reaching man's
estate: for no boy attends a Government school in
Egypt who is not inspired mainly with the ambition

